
LADY MACBETH AND MISOGYNY

-I think that shows Lady Macbeth as a more powerful character. -â€œPut this night's great business into my dispatchâ€•.
-During this time period.

No, it was Macbeth and his secret desire of gaining power that led him to attempt the sinful incident.
Cambridge University Press. Johnson, Amanda. Patriarchal society encourages Lady Macbeth to invest herself
in the role of mother. Misogyny is also the hatred or dislike of women or girls. By the close of the play, we
watch as this once sure and steady woman lost her mind; she was constantly and desperately trying to wash
away an imaginary bloodstain. Lord Macbeth seems to show little interest in his wife after assuming the crown
of Scotland, quite possibly because his mind is occupied with other, seemingly more important matters. This
paper has already tried to find out the very question of that. However, he had the ability to let his female
characters have strong personalities. This insult shows some of the insecurities that he still feels towards
females as a whole, and also is his attempt to push Ophelia away so he can disassociate himself from her. Her
role in the play is very insignificant except for perhaps being an accolade of female virtue. The lead characters
of Lady Macbeth and Queen Gertrude lack this sexualized nature and thus the feminine charms and powers
that go hand-in-hand with it. In this way, Shakespeare is very equal-handed, and does not stereotype all
women as wicked or all men as violent. Whereas Lady Macbeth strays from the traditional domestic role in
her desire to help her husband accomplish the murder of King Duncan, Lady Macduff is a doting caring
mother who stays at home and seems to be the traditional idealistic female. Since the rich and the powerful
sections of the Elizabethan society could not be touched, it was the old, poor, unprotected and hapless women
who were accused of being witches. Shakespeare explored this de-sexualization of females in great detail in
these two tragedies. Submitted by: Humayra Akhter M. Lady Macbeth could therefore be seen as
misogynistic. These powers are intrinsically female in nature, and they primarily center around their sexuality.
It raises lots of questions about the transaction between a man and a woman. Moreover, Holinshed uses
dialogue to offer reasoning for the actions of these individuals â€”often misrepresenting the actual characters
and historical events. Similarly, Lady Macbeth, while being notably strong compared to other members of her
gender, has no way to enact her schemes as she is kept isolated from other women during the course of the
play. Of all the characters in Macbeth only seven of them are women, and of those seven, two are minor
characters; the gentlewoman and Lady Macduff. What was there in the Elizabethan age that led Shakespeare
drew the negative through the characterization of women? She was born to lead, but she cannot do so in a
patriarchal society. William C. It can be manifested in numerous ways, including sexual discrimination,
denigration of women, violence against women, and sexual objectification of women.


